Individual sessions are also available.
Young people of 15 and over satisfactorily completing
a six-week course may apply for a work experience
placement.
For further details please visit
www.horseworld.org.uk/discovery

The group had a wonderful time
and the staff were amazed how they
developed in just one session

For all young people and those with emotional,
behavioural and learning issues.
Increasing concentration, communication and
confidence through interaction with horses.

DISCOVERY

All the young people gained raised
self-esteem, increased self-awareness,
empathic tendencies, team working
and knowledge and implementation
of life skills
South Bristol CAF Team
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Brislington Enterprise College, Bristol
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Each session is 90 minutes and courses run for six
weeks and upwards for groups of six to eight children.

Equine Facilitated Learning.
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Sessions are held every weekday during term time and
there is availability during school holidays.

Discovery Courses at HorseWorld

For details and course information contact
Sharon Howell

sharon.howell@horseworld.org.uk
01275 893023
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Discovery Courses can be reserved throughout the
school year.

In association with
HorseWorld, Staunton Lane,
Whitchurch, Bristol BS14 0QL
Registered Charity 1121920
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I go to see the horses and the people
who work with me and I recommend
Discovery to everybody. It ’s fabulous!
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Welcome to Discovery
Meet the Team

Discovery encourages interactive studies with first-hand
experience of working with horses in the outdoors.
For all children and young people including those with
emotional, behavioural and learning issues.
Youngsters showing severe anti-social and aggressive
behaviour can become calmer and more communicative.
Once young people realise what they can achieve with
horses, they experience an increase in self esteem,
concentration, communication and the ability to control
themselves.
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Bringing horses together with young people who
have physical or emotional disorders can have
startling results.
Young people demonstrating autistic behaviour or ADHD
often struggle to communicate but by putting them with
horses they can learn about themselves, other people
and can interact positively with the world.
It can be seen that young people who may have difficulty
controlling their impulses can focus on the horse for long
periods while grooming or leading the animal. These may
be children who would be unable to concentrate for so
long on anything else.

Children are more able to accept things at face value
and are more open to developing an equal relationship
rather than trying to control. They are able to give simple
commands which horses seek if they are to know what
to do.
The horse is a unique and ideal tool for the promotion
of emotional growth and learning in young people
with restricted development. It has a huge value as
an interpreter for those with a need for non-verbal
communication.

Withdrawn children may begin to express themselves
and will develop new words or gestures not previously
used.

How it works
The perceived wisdom is that the horse reacts as a mirror
to the person who is with him or her. The horse is a prey
animal so wants to feel safe whilst always watchful for
predators. A horse will become fearful if the person
he is with is aggressive, noisy or disrespectful – or too
controlling. However, if a person makes requests rather
than demands, the horse will begin to cooperate. He
is always looking for a leader. Therefore a child, given a
little insight into dealing with a horse in the right way can
become the natural leader the horse is looking for. The
horse in return feels safe and peaceful and will respond
positively to what the child asks of him.
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